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Sony DSR-300

Canon XL-1

Sony DSR-250

JVC GY-500

The CCC-10 is the medium version of the CCC-1, 2. It is
designed to hold a medium sized camera with battery installed.
The external dimensions meet the maximum size of airline on
board regulations*. Engineered to embody the perfect balance,
the CCC-10 is a very light weight yet highly protective case
due to thermoformed laminated foam layers. The streamlined
ergonomic shape keeps the center of gravity close to your
body, and eases the burden when carrying. An aluminium stave
embedded in the flap ensures ultimate protection for the delicate
viewfinder and mic.
*Due to constantly changing airline regulations, please check with your

carrier prior to departure.

Please refer to the camera charts on pages 30-31
to match your camera with the proper case

DV, Mini DV Camera Cases

CCC-10
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CCC- 1111

The CCC-1111 accommodates a variety of DV and High- 8
camcorders. A back "service door" opens a lower compartment
that can hold a charger, batteries, and additional tapes. If
needed, the lower divider can be removed to create a larger
main compartment. Specially designed pouches can be attached
to both ends of the bag. The CCC-1111 comes with an
attachment system for small tripods. A BSS Strap is included
and the interior can be customized with Modi-Vers and Filter
Sleeves.

CCC- 102 fits cameras such as the Sony PD-150 and the new
JVC GY-300.

CCC- 101 and CCC- 102 are compact, padded cases designed
to hold small camcorders with charger, batteries, cassettes, or
additional accessories. Both can be customized with the Modi-
Vers System and the Filter Sleeve can also be integrated into
each. Both are sold with the SPAD Shoulder Strap included.
The CCC-101 and CCC-102 are also the perfect solution to
carry and protect an extra camera lens.

DV, Mini DV Camera Cases

CCC- 1111

CCC- 1111

CCC-101, 102

Please refer to the camera chart on page 31
to match your camera with the proper case

CCC-101

New!
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The CCC-1111 , CCC-2001 and CCC-2002

are designed for the small DV and Pocket cameras.

A pair of CCC-1111, 3333 pouches are ideal for extra filters,
charger, tape, disks, PDA's and other accessories. Each pair
includes: Shoulder Strap, Belt Connector.

Additional Pouches
CCC-1111, 3333 New!

CCC- 2001,  2002

The CCC- 2001 and CCC-2002 are uniquely
designed cases that offers maximum protection
for pocket video cameras. A rigid thermoformed
clamshell design houses a soft foam interior to protect
your camera. The pull-out accessory panel holds extra batteries
and smart media cards. Carrying options include shoulder
strap, on your belt, or attachment to the CCC-1111 and the
CCC-3333.

CCC-2001, 2002
New!
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Panasonic DVC-15

Canon XL-1

Sony PD-150

When used for a small camera, the flap between compartments
is closed. A horizontal partition creates two separate
compartments that offer a back service door for easier access.

When used for larger cameras, the dividers are removed, the
flap is opened and  the viewfinder is protected in the front
pocket.

CCC-3333 with PD-150 and Accessories

CCC-3333 with XL-1 and TOPIC-10 Laptop Case

CCC - 3333

CCC-3333 is the new KATA case for DV production field work.
It is designed either for small camcorders + many accessories
like the Sony PD-150, or large cameras with few accessories,
like the Panasonic DVC-15 or the Canon XL-1. For DV field
work the TOPIC-10 (see page 26 for details) laptop case can
be added to the back of the CCC-33333 case.
For presentation purposes the CCC-3333 is a perfect fit for
projector + laptop and related accessories.
To accommodate projector, laptop etc. position  partition
horizontally to create two separate compartments.
A large, flat pocket on the back of the case can be used to
store the Rain Cover, literature and more. If necessary extra
pouches can be added using the MUX On-Bag connectors.

Inner Sections

New!


